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D2 - High Carbon High Chrome
Well known product that has performed extremely well in 
high speed applications. It is easy to grind and its properties 
resists chips in knotty wood applications. D2 contains 12% 
chromium to resist chemical erosion. Offers great value for 
shorter run mouldings or high speed applications.

HSS - V2
The newest breed of HSS with extra Vanadium for long life. 
This steel performs extremely well on higher RPM machines 
such as Weinig Powermat. V2 has a 63 HRC rating and is 
easy to grind and profile.

HSS - T1
European grade steel that has been well proven over time. 
Application in both Hardwood and Softwood production runs. 
Now being replaced by Coated Steels as the preferred knife 
steel for modern machines.

WR - Coated Steel
Coated Steel is now the preferred knife steel for moulding 
producers and mills that want the ultimate in knife and cutting 
performance. WR is the most widely supplied Coated Knife. 
The hard long wearing coating to the face considerably 
extends the cutting performance. 
 
 
 

ST1D2 HSS T1 WR ER+ TCT Solid Carbide

ST1 - Kanefusa
ST1 Provides up to 5 tines longer edge life compared with 
regular HSS knives. Longer lifetime increases machine run 
time and reduces grinding cost. Due to its self-reshaping 
properties, consistent high surface quality is achieved, 
reducing or even eliminating subsequent sanding. Provides 
high process reliability.

ER+
Using new technology on a different base steel UR+ has 
incorporated a superior surface coating than WR and SR+. 
Ideally suited for long run applications and/or when a high 
quality surface finish is required. Ideally suited for Softwood 
applications or timbers which contain tannic acids.

TCT Inlay - Carbide
TCT inlay has proven itself over the past four decades. This 
inlay has been developed to best suit our eucalypt and ash 
Hardwoods. It is also able to be jointed and available in all 
sizes. Can be run at 12,000rpm.

Solid Carbide 
Solid Carbide has developed over the past decade. The 
grade is specific to our market conditions and delivers a 
very good finished product while standing up to the most 
extreme Hardwoods. Exceptional finish is also shown on 
MDF. Can be solid steel and also the ever popular Double 
Back system for profiling.

Knife Steel Variations


